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Abstract
The size and structure is given for a set of maximum cardinality of PG(2; 4) hyperovals
that pairwise intersect in exactly two points. A self-dual [42s; 42s=2]-code is obtained
from the geometry of PG(2; 4s) for each s = 1; 2; : : : c© 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
1. Introduction
This paper contains two separate results. The rst result, the subject of Section 2,
gives the size and structure of a set of hyperovals of maximum cardinality in PG(2; 4)
that pairwise intersect in exactly two points. It is interesting to examine closer the two
possible structures that result. Both structures yield designs.
The second result, the subject of Section 3, exhibits a self-dual [42s; 42s=2]-code over
GF(2) for each s=1; 2; : : : (An [n; k]-code over GF(2) is a k-dimensional subspace of
GF(2)n.) This family of codes is of interest because of the method of construction.
These codes are obtained from the geometry of PG(2; 4s).
In =PG(2; 4), a hyperoval is a set of six points, no three collinear. These hy-
perovals satisfy an equivalence relation: two hyperovals are equivalent if they inter-
sect in an even number of points. There are three equivalence classes of hyperovals,
denoted by I, II and III, each of which contains 56 hyperovals. For the remainder of
this paper we will x on one equivalence class, and its hyperovals, I-hyperovals.
A 2-intersecting family S is a set of hyperovals that pairwise intersect in exactly two
points.
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2. 2-Intersecting hyperovals
Theorem 2.1. Let =PG(2; 4). If S is a 2-intersecting family of maximum cardinality;
then jSj=16. Moreover; either all the hyperovals in S have a common point; or else
all the hyperovals in S are skew to some line of .
To prove this theorem, we will use basic facts about PG(2; 4) hyperovals: See [2,4{6]
or [8], for example. We often use the fact: a 4-arc is contained in a unique hyperoval,
a 3-arc is contained in a unique I-hyperoval, and a 2-arc is contained in exactly four
I-hyperovals. Also, given a line containing the points P1; : : : ; P5, a I-hyperoval through
both P1 and P2 intersects exactly two of the four I-hyperovals through both P3 and
P4. Given two I-hyperovals through P1 and P2, they intersect exactly two of the 12
I-hyperovals that intersect l in points other than P1; P2; moreover, these two hyperovals
intersect l in the same pair of points. They contain fP3; P4g, fP3; P5g or fP4; P5g.
We are now ready to prove Theorem 2.1.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume S contains only I-hyperovals. The 16
I-hyperovals skew to a xed line give an example of a 2-intersecting set of size 16, as
does the 16 I-hyperovals through a xed point. We wish to show that a 2-intersecting
family can have size at most 16, with equality if and only if it has one of these two
structures.
Let S be a 2-intersecting family of maximum size. There are two possibilities: either
there exist three hyperovals in S that all have a common pair of points, or every pair
of points can be contained in at most two hyperovals of S.
Case i: There exists points P1; P2, and hyperovals H1; H2; H3 of S that contain P1
and P2. We wish to show that S must consist of the 16 I-hyperovals through P1, or else
the 16 I-hyperovals through P2. Consider the line l = P1P2, and denote by P3; P4; P5
the other points of l. It is clear that there can be no hyperoval through both P3; P4,
through both P3; P5 or both P4; P5 in S as none of these hyperovals intersects three
hyperovals through both P1; P2. Also, there can be at most four hyperovals skew to
l in S, for only four of them intersect all of H1; H2; H3. This leaves 32 of the 56
I-hyperovals that might be in S. Without loss of generality, assume that S contains a
hyperoval, H4 say, through both P1 and P3. We will show that S consists of the 16
I-hyperovals through P1.
It is not dicult to show (a couple of cases need consideration) that H1; : : : ; H4
together with three hyperovals through both P2 and P3 cannot be extended to a
2-intersecting family of size 16 since such a set would not be able to contain any
hyperoval through P4 or any through P5 unless that hyperoval also contained P2.
If S does not consist entirely of hyperovals through P1, then there must be some
hyperoval through P2 and not P1, but then this limits the number of hyperovals S could
contain P1 (by the facts mentioned prior to this theorem). Also from the previously
mentioned facts, we know that S could not contain more than two hyperovals through
the pair P1; Pi, or more than two through the pair P2; Pj; i; j = 3; 4; 5. It is easy to
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show that 16 I-hyperovals cannot be found satisfying these restrictions. Thus, S must
contain the 16 I-hyperovals through P1.
Case ii: Every pair of points is contained in at most two hyperovals of S. Consider
one hyperoval H of S. By assumption, each pair of points of H contains at most
two hyperovals of S, including H . However jSj>16. Thus every pair of points of
H contains exactly two hyperovals of S, and jSj = 16. Since this is true for every
hyperoval of S, a quick counting of incidences of points of  with hyperovals of S
shows that there must be ve points of  not contained on any hyperoval of S. We
wish to show that these ve points, Q1; : : : ; Q5, are collinear. Suppose otherwise. Then
the line Q1Q2 contains a point Q on some hyperoval of S. Moreover, there must be
six hyperovals of S through Q | that hyperoval plus one for each of its other points.
Each of these would have to intersect the line Q1Q2 in a distinct point, which is not
possible.
We now examine the two extreme structures of Theorem 2.1.
Consider the 2-intersecting family SP consisting of the 16 I-hyperovals that contain
a xed point P in =PG(2; 4). These 16 hyperovals form an ane plane  of order 4
as follows. Dene the points of  to be the points of  that remain after a line through
P has been removed. Given two points P1; P2 in , dene the line P1P2 as follows:
If there is a hyperoval H in SP containing both P1 and P2, then dene the points of
the line P1P2 in  to be the points of H (that are not on the removed line of ).
Otherwise, P1; P2 and P must be collinear, in which case take the points of this line,
except for P, to be the points of P1P2 in . Then  is an ane plane of order 4.
Next consider the 2-intersecting family Sl consisting of the 16 I-hyperovals that are
all skew to a xed line l in =PG(2; 4). These hyperovals form a 2− (16; 6; 2) design
D. Take the points of D to be the points of  not on l, and the blocks of D to be
hyperovals of Sl.
It is interesting to note that there are three dierent 2 − (16; 6; 2) designs (see [1],
for example). The 2− (16; 6; 2) design D constructed above has two other equivalent
descriptions. First, it is of grid type. A 2 − (16; 6; 2) design is of grid type if its 16
points can be placed in a 44 array A so that A has the property that the six elements
in any given row and any given column, excluding the common element, is a block
of the design (see [3], for example).
The 2−(16; 6; 2) design D constructed above also has a known equivalent description
in terms of Mathieu Designs. See `2-Transitive Designs' by Kantor [7]. The design D
can be obtained from the 5− (24; 8; 1) Mathieu design M : Pick three points P1, P2; P3
of M . There are 77 blocks of M containing both P1 and P2. Of these, the 21 that
contain P3 form a projective plane 0 of order 4, with the remaining 56 blocks of M
being one equivalence class of hyperovals of 0. The blocks of M through P1; P2; P3,
after excluding the points P1; P2; P3, are the lines of 0. If one xes a block B0
containg all of P1; P2 and P3, then the blocks of D containing P1; P2 and no other
point of B0 are the hyperovals skew to a line (the line B0) of one equivalence class
in 0.
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Finally; there is a natural pairing between the two types of maximal 2-intersecting
families. The two possibilities are a set SP of the 16 I-hyperovals all containing a
xed point P, and a set Sl of the 16 I-hyperovals skew to a xed line l. Now, given
a hyperoval H , the six lines skew to H form a line-hyperoval, i.e., a set of six lines,
no three concurrent. Using this association between hyperovals and line-hyperovals, it
is easy to see that there is a natural pairing between the two possible structures, an
SP; P a point, and an Sl; l a line.
3. A self-dual code
Theorem 3.1. For s>1; there exists a self-dual [42s; 42s=2]-code which can be obtained
from the geometry of PG(2; 4s).
We will rst prove a special case of this theorem.
Let s = PG(2; 4s); s>1. When we use coordinates, we will take l1: Z = 0, so
that an ane point can be represented as (X; Y; 1). A hyperoval is ane if it is skew
to l1, and non-ane otherwise. Given a line l, the corresponding truncated line l
consists of all the ane points of l. Given a hyperoval H , the corresponding truncated
hyperoval H consists of all the ane points of H .
Lemma 3.2. There exists a self-dual [16; 8]-code which can be obtained from the
geometry of PG(2; 4).
Proof. We will choose vectors v1; : : : ; v8 in succession, each being either a truncated
line or a truncated hyperoval, such that each contains a point not on any of the previous
vi's. Then the code C1 generated by them will have dimension at least 8.
Let l1 deonte the line at innity. Pick any two ane I-hyperovals H1 and H2 and
let v1 = H1; v2 = H2. By counting the common secants, it is easy to see that there
is a line l other than l1 that is skew to both H1 and H2. Denote by P5 the point
l \ l1. Let Q1 and Q2 be the points of intersection of H1 and H2, and let Q3 be
one other point of H1. There are four I-hyperovals containing both Q1 and Q3, of
which two intersect l1. At least one of these, denoted H3, intersects l1 but does not
contain P5 = l \ l1. Let v3 = H3 and denote by P1 and P2 the points of H3 on l1.
Therefore, there exists a hyperoval called H4 which contains P1; P2 and Q2 but not
Q1. Let v4 =H4 . Note that v1; : : : ; v4 are all skew to l. Finally, let P3 be any point on
l1 other than P1; P2 or P5, and let l1; : : : ; l4 be the lines other than l1 that contain
P3. Truncate these four lines to give v5; : : : ; v8. Each of these intersects l in a dierent
point!
Now, v1; : : : ; v8 are eight vectors with the property that vk contains a point not on any
of v1; : : : ; vk−1, for k=2; 3; : : : ; 8. We wish to show that the code C1 generated by these
vectors is a self-dual [16,8] code. All that remains is to show that C1 is self-orthogonal,
but that is clear as the vectors used to generate C1 are some ane I-hyperovals, some
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truncated I-hyperovals that contain both P1 and P2, and some truncated lines that
contain P5.
We are now ready to prove Theorem 3.1.
Proof. Let 1 be any PG(2; 4) subplane of s=PG(2; 4s), with l1: Z=0 their common
line at innity. Choose v1; : : : ; v8 in 1 as constructed in Lemma 3.2. Consider the ane
translation mapping  : s 7! 0s which xes l1 pointwise and maps the ane point
(X; Y; 1) 7! (X + a; Y + b; 1) for xed a; b. The translation  will map 1 to another
PG(2; 4) subplane 1. It is possible to nd a set f1; : : : ; tg of t = q2=42 such ane
translation maps with the property that every ane point of s is in exactly one of the
images of 1 under these t mappings. We now form the set
T = fv11 ; : : : ; v18 g [    [ fvt1 ; : : : ; vt8 g: (2.5)
Consider the code Cs generated by T . It is self-dual.
We conjecture that the minimum weight of the self-dual code constructed above is
four.
4. For further reading
The following reference is also of interest to the reader: [9].
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